New symmetries of degree two are introduced, along with spectral techniques for identifying these symmetries. Some applications of these symmetries are discussed, in particular their application to the construction of binary decision diagrams and the implementation of Boolean functions.
INTRODUCTION
Partial symmetries exist in most Boolean functions, particularly those used in practical applications. Both total and partial symmetry properties are commonly used in synthesis of digital circuits [I], [2] , [3] , [4] , particularly in the reduction of the size of Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) representation of functions [5] , [6] .
Various literature on partial and total symmetries exists (see section 2.2). However, most of the documented symmetry properties depend on the identification of two identifical subfunctions within a Boolean function. In this paper we examine partial symmetries that occur when one of the subfunctions is not identical to the other, but is instead the inverse of the other. We refer to these as antisymmetries, certain types of which were introduced by Tsai and MarekSadowska in [3] as skew-symmetries.
Symmetries, whether partial or total, are useful if they can be detected and provide assistance in terms of a function's implementation orrepresentation. We present amethod for detecting any antisymmetry of degree two based on the function's spectral coefficients. We also demonstrate examples of their use in logic synthesis or minimization of function realizations, and hypothesize that the antisymmetries can be incorporated into known methods for BDD minimization.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section essential notations and definitions are presented. We assume throughout this paper that all Boolean functions are completely specified. We also assume that the reader is familiar with common representations of Boolean functions such as Kamaugh-maps and truth tables, and introduce only the representations pertinent to this paper.
Notation
Subfunctions basedon twovariables {zi, zj] are usedthroughout this paper. Without loss ofgenerality we label them {z,-~, zn} allowing us to simplify the definitions and use the following notation:
fo=f(.i,...,zn-2rO,O)
Symmetries
Many types of symmetries exist, such as total symmetries, equivalence and nonequivalence symmetries [ 11, quasisymmetries [7] and partial symmetries [7] , [5] . In this section we define the symmetries on which our work is based. Let f : {0,1}" be a completely specified Boolean functionandV, = (z1, ..., The spectral coefficient vector for f is defined as S = T " . Y (1) where T" is some transform matrix such as the Hadamard, Walsh or Rademacher-Walsh matrix [I] .
vectors according to which variables are related to the particular coefficient. This subdivision is as follows when based on variables zn-l and I,: 9' is the top quarter of the coefficients2, S' is the second quarter, 9 is the third quarter, and S3 is the last quarter of the coefficients. Similarly, we define the spectral coefficient vectors for these subfunctions described at the beginning of this section as follows:
The spectral coefficient vector can be subdivided into subwhere YO is the output vector for j o and so on.
S2, and S4 is as follows [I]:
The relationship between So, SI, SZ, and S4 to 9, Si, Every node in the BDD represents either a literal in the Boolean function, or its complement. Every non-leaf node has two outward edges leading to two other nodes. If the node has a value of "1" (TRUE) then, to obtain the value of the expression, one follows the edge marked "1" and evaluates that node. Similarly, if the node has a value of "0" (FALSE), one follows the edge marked "0" and evaluates that node. This process is repeated until a leaf node with the 'thc (0. I ) cncoded output vector IS gcncrally rcfcncd to as I 'Note that this a " c s thc Hadamard ordcnng of the rpecml \"or value "I" or "0" is reached reached, and the evaluation is complete. The direction of the edges from each node is not explicitly marked, but is understood to be from the root towards the leaf nodes.
BDDs are commonly used in their canonical form. This simplifiedform has theproperty that any twoequivalentBoolean functions have the same canonical BDD ifthe same variable ordering is used. This canonical form is called a ROBDD, or Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagram. Again, it is generally understood that when using the term BDD one is referring to a ROBDD.
A ROBDD is a reduced BDD with a specified ordering of variables. A ROBDD meets two main specifications: aBDDis areducedBDDifitcontainsnovertex whose left subgraph is equal to its right subgraph, nor does it contain distinct vertices U and U' such that the subgraph rooted by U and w' are isomorphic. a BDD is an ordered BDD if on every path from the root node to an output, the variables are encountered in the specified order.
Another commonly used method of reducing the size of a BDD is to introduce inverters. These are indicators on the path to a subgraph that are used to mark that the subgraph is inverted.
3. ANTISYMMETRIES OF DEGREE TWO Based on the the equivalence, nonequivalence and singlevariable symmetries we introduce some additional types of symmetries of degree two. We call these symmetries antisymmetries. Table 1 . Delinitions and notation for the antisymmetries.
CONDITIONS AND TESTS FOR THE ANTISYMMETRIES
[3], [6] , and [I21 each present methods of (anti)symmetry detection based on BDDs. In this section we present both conditions andtests for the antisymmetries based on the function's spectral coefficients. Until recently, the spectral coefficients were considered too expensive to compute and so 
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S{zn-llDn) Table 2 . Spectral conditions and tests for the antisymmetries of degree two.
Detection ofthe antisymmetries is also relatively straightforward with the use of representations such as Kamaughmaps and BDDs. However, there is some dependency on the chosen ordering of variables, particularly with the use of Kamaugh-maps.
APPLICATIONS 5.1. BDD Minimization
The use of symmetries to minimize Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) or related representations is well-documented Function F , shown on the left in Figures 3 and 4 , possesses the antisymmetry 3{~4lz3). Knowing this, we can manipulate the function in such a way that results in a function of a reduced size, plus some additional logic to convert the reduced functlon into the desired function. The reduced function is shown on the right in Figures 3 and 4 .
The advantage ofusing F+ to implement the function is that thereisa greatlyreducednumberofblocksintheKamaughmap. This leads to a smaller number of overall inputs being required, as well as possibly improving routing requirements on an FPGA-type implementation. Additionally, F* clearly has many more symmetries that can be identified, and repeating this process allows us to realize a circuit that has IV -71 approximately one-half the complexity of that resulting directly from the original sum-of-products description.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented symmetries of degree two that are based on the inverse of a portion of a function. Prior symmetry definitions have not incorporated this possibility, and thus possible advantages may have been overlooked. We suggest that making use ofour definitions ofthe antisymmetries may improve even further known heuristics for ROBDD ordering that are based on partial symmetries of a function, as well as leading to improved synthesis techniques.
It is thought that these techniques will improve the existing heuristics for BDD minimization, and lead to the possible development of new heuristics for ROBDD ordering based on the antisymmetries. Additionally, this work may be able to be extended to symmetries of degree n for n > 2, incompletely specified functions, and multi-valued logic. 
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